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Alabama state government has had a doozy of a year. The speaker of its House of Representatives was 

convicted on corruption charges. The chief justice of its Supreme Court was removed from office for 

violations of the judicial code of ethics. Bogged down by a sex scandal, the governor resigned from 

office after striking a plea deal with prosecutors. 

Meanwhile, the rest of Alabama’s elected leadership did what it usually does: Wastes time and 

squanders opportunity. Scandals come and go, but legislative disappointments seemingly never go away. 

The columns submitted here highlight those missed opportunities. They encourage leaders to rise above 

the usual disappointment from Montgomery.  
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Bob Davis: Keep the decision-making down home in Alabama 

Sunday, July 3, 2016 

Author: Bob Davis   

This weekend, Americans celebrate our nation's independence from Britain and King George. This fall, 
Alabamians have a chance to do something similar, partially severing our connection to the state's 
unwieldy 1901 Constitution.  

That might be a stretch, but we can agree that Alabama's governing document is a very bad actor. It was 
created, as its authors stated at the time, to firmly establish "white supremacy" in the state after 
Reconstruction. Progress and the federal courts have ripped the racism from the 1901 Constitution, but 
the roadblocks to smart local government remain.  

On Nov. 8, Alabama voters will decide on a constitutional amendment that would grant the state's 67 
county governments the ability to make some policies without having to get Montgomery's permission 
first. If there was ever a time — as the Declaration of Independence puts it — "to dissolve the political 
bands which have connected" Alabama's people to its governing document, it is now.  

It's almost impossible to believe, right? Alabama, a state so conservative in its politics and distrustful of 
centralized authority, allows the consolidation of power at the state Capitol. The authors of the 1901 
Constitution preferred to allow 140 legislators to make decisions for Calhoun County, for example, 
instead of leaving that work to the locally elected leaders who live in Calhoun County.  

The reasons have to do with what today we would label as crony capitalism. The rich and powerful in 
1901 Alabama decided the best way to stay rich and powerful was to tip the scales in their favor. 
Translation: It's easier to influence laws and policies if they are made in only one location — 
Montgomery — rather than in dozens of counties and scores of cities.  

When you multiply all this Montgomery meddling over more than a century, you end up with a 
constitution that's been amended more than 900 times. By most measures, it's the world's largest 
constitution.  

From this corner, it also looks like the world's most inefficient. Amendments cover mosquito control in 
one county, how to dispose of a dead animal in another, and the sheriff's salary in yet another. On and 
on they go, micromanaging the operations of local governments.  

Rep. Randy Davis, R-Daphne, who sponsored the amendment to give counties more freedom in policy-
making, said last week, "Currently they have to go to the Legislature and through the legislative process. 
That might take a year."  

Nancy Ekberg is vice-chair and communications chair of Alabama Citizens for Constitutional Reform. She 
told The Star, "County commissions can take care of things without waiting two to three years for it to 
become a law through the legislative process."  
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Yes, they can and, if this November's constitutional amendment passes, they will. 

 

 

Bob Davis: Alabama's governor/doctor hasn't cured state's ills 

Sunday, July 31, 2016 

Author: Bob Davis 

"Alabama is hurting, and we need a doctor," Robert Bentley said repeatedly in 2010 when he was 
running for Alabama governor.  

Six years later, we have a doctor as governor and our state is still hurting. Maybe we needed an 
accountant.  

Alabama's economic pain is widespread and it shows in our budget — less money for public education 
than is needed, dangerously overcrowded prisons, reduced courthouse hours, staffing shortages among 
law-enforcement agencies and closed state parks, to name just a few ills.  

The most pressing problem at the moment is a 2017 Medicaid budget that is short about $85 million. 
State Medicaid officials say that unless that budget hole is filled, bad outcomes are on the way. Those 
include reduced payments to doctors and fewer services covered. Keep that up, they and state health-
care professionals say, and doctors in Alabama will close shop and move elsewhere. Then we'll need 
more than one doctor in the governor's mansion.  

The state is short on funds and something must be done.  

So, our doctor/governor released a video last week that declared his intention to call the Legislature 
back to Montgomery for a special session. The prescription: Creating a statewide lottery that will put 
more cash in the coffers.  

Not that Bentley did a big song and dance in his video. "I've always said I will not stand in the way of the 
people's right to vote on a lottery," he said. Not exactly a full-throated endorsement, eh?  

Most shocking is that after six years in office, Bentley is just now taking serious steps toward passing a 
lottery. Let's look back over the past six years.  

Alabama was already in weak fiscal shape when Bentley and the Republican supermajority took power 
after the 2010 elections. The state's tax system is deeply flawed. It asks more from those least able to 
pay. It is far too dependent on the whims of the economic cycle.  

As Bentley took office in early 2011, Alabama was deep in a bust cycle. It was short of money to pay for 
basics like public safety, prisons and Medicaid.  
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In 2012, Bentley and state lawmakers promoted a plan to borrow $437 million from a state trust fund. 
This deficit-financing looked like a desperate plan assembled by politicians afraid to take serious and 
long-lasting steps to correct our budget problems. It would, however, keep Alabama afloat through the 
2015 budget.  

Then came the 2014 statewide elections. The most important question hanging over Bentley as he ran 
for a second term was: What will you do to fund state government now that you're out of money to 
borrow?  

The question went largely unanswered by Bentley and Statehouse leaders. They preferred to keep their 
options open. They were caught in a trap of their own making. They ran on complaints that Alabama 
taxpayers paid too much in taxes to a state government that wasted money on useless programs. They 
were then forced to govern a state where the opposite was generally the case.  

On the 2014 campaign trail, the governor mentioned in vague terms passing a lottery or striking a 
revenue-sharing deal with the Poarch Band of Creek Indians or somehow convincing the U.S. Congress 
to pass an online sales-tax bill.  

Almost two years later, there is no casino-style gambling compact with the Creeks. The prospects for 
Congress changing online sales-tax laws that would benefit Alabama seem unlikely. The lottery is just 
now getting some attention.  

"The state of Alabama has not and cannot at this time pay for the most basic services that we must 
provide to our people," Bentley said in his video on Wednesday. "The time has come for us to find a 
permanent solution."  

That sounds a little off. Most of Alabama knows that the time for solution arrived years ago. 

 

Bob Davis: Alabama's lesson, learned the hard way 

Sunday, August 28, 2016 

Author: Bob Davis  

Many lottery opponents argue that gambling is bad for Alabama families, particularly those of modest 
means.  

"The state is encouraging its own citizens to throw away their money on things that will not have a 
return," the Rev. Joe Godfrey, executive director of the Alabama Citizens Action Program, told a 
legislative committee this month.  

In other words, a lottery will tempt many Alabama families into squandering what little money they 
have. The odds on winning the lottery are pretty slim, but even a remote chance of a million-dollar 
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payoff is enough to lure people to act irresponsibly with their money. It's hard enough making ends 
meet without lottery drawings siphoning off the car payment, rent or even your lunch money.  

As a former resident of a state with a lottery, I knew plenty of folks who dropped $15 a week or more 
playing the numbers. It would have been better to stash those dollars in a simple bank account. At the 
end of the year, they'd have had more than $750, which is enough to have a merry Christmas.  

The lottery proposal fell apart Friday afternoon after a week of legislative ups and downs that saw it die, 
get revived and then collapse once more. You'd be forgiven for thinking the whole exercise is a shell 
game.  

The lottery debate is the result of years of lawmakers pushing aside hard financial decisions. The 
economic downturn at the end of the last decade put the state in a deep hole. The governor and 
lawmakers elected in 2010 walked into a troubled government with serious budget challenges.  

The cost of Medicaid — even at the bare-bones level it is administered in Alabama — was rising. The 
state's prisons had twice the inmates for which they were built. State law-enforcers were hampered by a 
severe workforce shortage. Public education needed dollars to catch up with the rest of the country.  

The response from Montgomery was to ask voters to borrow $437 million from a state trust fund. The 
voters, who were told that saying no might mean flinging open the doors to our prisons, said yes. That 
loan allowed lawmakers and Gov. Robert Bentley breathing room for three years — the budget years of 
2013, 2014 and 2015.  

In 2014 came an election, a time when Bentley and his colleagues in the state House and Senate asked 
the voters for another four-year term in Montgomery. It was an excellent opportunity for these 
politicians to spell out in crystal clear detail exactly how they proposed to fix the state's budget deficit 
once the borrowed money ran out.  

Give us specifics, we said. The general response from politicians in 2014 was: Uh, we'll get back to you 
on that. (They never did, at least not in a way that spelled out exactly how the state would either (a.) 
trim the budget, (b.) raise revenue or (c.) do a combination of both.)  

Bentley and the Republican supermajorities in the House and Senate were returned to office during the 
2014 election. Since then, through two regular sessions of the Legislature and three special sessions, 
there's still been no overarching answer to the question, How do you plan to fix the disaster that is 
Alabama's budget?  

A statewide lottery will provide money to cash-strapped Alabama, but hardly anyone suggests it is the 
solution to what ails state government. Besides, a policy that enables Alabamians to waste their money 
is a bad idea, lottery foes say.  

Bad with money, eh? Where could so many Alabamians have learned this lesson? Here's a thought: 
Maybe they've been watching their lawmakers. 



 

 

Bob Davis: Alabama's pollution-for-cash insanity 

Sunday, September 4, 2016 

Author: Bob Davis  

The going rate for polluting Alabama's share of the Gulf of Mexico is $1 billion. It is what the market will 
bear.  

Or, at least, it's what BP will pay the state for its role in 2010's massive oil spill in the Gulf. It's not a lump 
sum. The oil company is on the installment plan, doling out 1 billion dollars over 18 years.  

That pollution-for-cash windfall will be on the minds of lawmakers this week as the Legislature gathers 
in Montgomery for a special session.  

Lawmakers aren't gathering just to catch up on how the summer's been going. No, they are charged 
with finding a financial solution to the state's budget crisis. The most pressing is Alabama's contribution 
to its Medicaid program, which is about $85 million short of what's needed for 2017. There are other 
issues, as well. The overcrowded prison system, the shortage of state troopers and the underfunded 
state parks, to name just a few of the budget shortfalls.  

The clock is ticking. The fiscal 2017 budget takes effect on Oct. 1. That's less than a month from now.  

Having failed to arrive at an answer thus far, the Lege will take up how it might take some of that BP 
pollution money and direct it to helping shore up Medicaid, which is health insurance for the poorest of 
the poor in Alabama.  

Using the BP settlement cash on Medicaid raises a potentially sticky situation. If fouling Alabama's 
beautiful beaches and bountiful seafood industry is worth $1 billion, what other natural resources might 
the state be willing to part with?  

Is it too much to imagine Goat Hill leaders working up a suggested price list and announcing the date of 
an auction? They could offer the Coosa River to the highest bidder looking to transport some sort of 
nasty sludge across the state. What about Cheaha Mountain? Perhaps there's something beneath 
Alabama's highest point worth tearing up an amazing state park. If you've seen one Cahaba lily, you've 
seen them all; several large polluters might make a bid to foul the natural wildlife in central Alabama.  

Three points:  

-- Alabama is blessed with great natural beauty. For example, the Mobile-Tensaw Delta is the United 
States' version of the Amazon, blessed with a rich diversity of species. Here's another: About 10 percent 
of the fresh water in the United States either flows through or originates in Alabama.  
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- Over most of Alabama's history, the state's leadership has not valued Alabama's amazing natural 
resources as they should. We've allowed them to be polluted and abused and have very little to show in 
return.  

- Selling off our natural assets is a terrible idea, just as pay-per-pollution is no sane way to fund the core 
functions of a state.  

Given this, the question before lawmakers is rather basic: What are you willing to do to fund the state's 
most basic needs? 

 

Bob Davis: Maybe we should blame a goat for the legislature's dysfunction 

Sunday, February 5, 2017 

Author: Bob Davis   

The Chicago Cubs won the World Series three months ago. Granted, this isn't breaking news to anyone 
with a passing knowledge of sports, but the champs have been on my mind this weekend.  

Before they beat the Cleveland Indians in November to win Major League Baseball's title, the Cubs last 
won a World Series in 1908 by beating Detroit.  

Fans of the Cubs then waited for 107 years. This prolonged time without a title became a national 
obsession. Fans speculated on what the franchise had done wrong. Something or somebody in Chicago 
must have offended the sports gods. One theory was that the curse stemmed from the organization's 
refusal to seat a ticket-holding billy goat back in 1945.  

For more than 100 spring trainings, diehard fans looked ahead to the upcoming baseball season with 
bright-eyed optimism.  

Hey, anything can happen, right? Who knows? We catch a few lucky breaks, stay healthy and see that 
rookie come through for us and we'll be right in the thick of things.  

And for 107 seasons, the sunny spring training optimism of Cubs fans was crushed. They didn't catch the 
lucky breaks, the star outfielder got injured and that rookie was a bust. It's enough to make a true fan 
want to butt his head against the ivy-covered brick outfield wall of Chicago's Wrigley Field.  

In related news, the Alabama Legislature begins its 2017 session on Tuesday.  

Alabamians who care that their government actually works find themselves in a sort of legislative spring-
training mode.  

Maybe this is the year. If our elected leaders can summon the courage, if the Big Mules blocking 
progress have a change of heart, if lawmakers put aside their time-wasting tricks and if the usual wishful 
thinking can be exiled, then maybe — just maybe — this will be the year we'll see laws and budgets that 
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improve our public schools, reduce crime, protect our most vulnerable residents and put Alabama on a 
path to unbelievable growth.  

More times than not, these Alabamians are not rewarded for their optimism.  

We find ourselves on the eve of another opportunity for success or failure, for growth and prosperity or 
stagnation and squandered potential.  

Random theory: The site of the state Capitol is called Goat Hill because it was once a grazing spot for the 
hoofed creatures. Is it possible we are suffering our own billy goat curse? Just asking for a friend.  

During the Cubs' 2016 spring training, their manager spelled out some priorities for his squad. Here are a 
few of them:  

-- Embrace the Target.  

For Alabama lawmakers, this would mean fixing what needs fixing — underfunded schools, 
overcrowded prisons and a Medicaid program teetering on solvency. To do anything other than find 
long-term solutions is to merely put off for another year the hard choices that are required.  

-- We All Have to Set Aside Our Personal Agendas.  

Sounds simple enough for lawmakers, right? The job isn't about personal enrichment or satisfying highly 
ideological needs. It's about working together to make Alabama a better place to live and work.  

-- All Do Our Jobs.  

The Montgomery translation: Your job isn't to stay in office or curry favor with large special interests. It 
is to make laws and pass budgets. Do that, and do it well.  

Those and other directives from the Cubs' manager paid off big time for his team in the 2016 World 
Series. Why not give them a try in Montgomery this spring? 

 

 

Bob Davis: Alabama reality carries a sting 

Sunday, February 19, 2017 

Author: Bob Davis   

A trip to Montgomery during the legislative season almost always produces the same effect — a battle 
between a grim realism and an ambitious vision.  
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Ask a lawmaker or administrator about their goals and inevitably the conversation comes around to a 
version of the following:  Look, we aren't going to get any more money from Alabama taxpayers, so we'll 
have to find another way.  

The subject doesn't matter — a shortage of state troopers or adequate beds to house the mentally ill or 
treating sick kids on Medicaid or ensuring every Alabama public school student gets a first-rate 
education — the response is almost always the same. If the solution requires new revenue in the form 
of taxes, forget about it. Seriously, official Montgomery will tell you, there is no way that will happen.  

The realist has to admire the clear-eyed thinking on display. Policy makers might nibble around the 
edges to raise some taxes — as, for example, Gov. Robert Bentley and the Legislature did on tobacco in 
2015 — but large-scale reforms that would require a statewide referendum are a non-starter.  

It appears the memories of the 2003 Amendment 1 meltdown are still fresh in the minds of state 
politicians. Gov. Bob Riley promoted the amendment as a way to bring fairness to an upside-down state 
tax system that acts as Robin Hood in reverse. Oh, and at the same time Amendment 1 would result in 
tax increases, especially for those in upper brackets.  

Riley was "either politically suicidal or the bravest chief executive in the country," Time magazine wrote 
in the leadup to the statewide vote.  

Amendment 1 lost by a 2-to-1 margin at the polls.  

A national anti-tax activist warned the episode would become a spooky story told "late at night, around 
the campfire" about politicians "who try to steal a billion dollars from their people."  

In Alabama, that prediction came true, and there are plenty of realists who remind you of the dangers of 
asking for more money.  

Who can blame them? The voters don't trust them, and with justification. Hope is not a plan, right? 
Besides, a lack of resources forces people to get creative in finding solutions.  

The problem is that fiscal shoulder-shrugging doesn't leave much space for grand visions that imagine 
making the lives of Alabamians better. Lawmakers must write budgets that spend only enough to keep a 
program limping along for one more year.  

Consider Alabama's plan to organize care for Medicaid patients through Regional Care Organizations. 
Experts hope the changes would offer better care for patients and build in efficiencies that would lead 
to cost savings. The federal government sees promise in RCOs and pledged to cover most of the setup 
costs.  

It takes money to save money, however. Unless Alabama comes up with about $44 million by Oct. 1 to 
help create the RCOs, the federal government will pull back its pledge of $700 million. No improved 
managed-care. No cost savings. Just the same old limp-along Medicaid system that lurches from crisis to 
crisis.  



Almost half of Alabama children are covered by Medicaid. The well-being of those children (along with 
their education) will go a long way in determining what the future of Alabama looks like. That, too, is a 
dose of hard reality. 


